Appendix D
Unit Target Vocabulary
Unit 5
Nouns: actor, actress, affix, allegory, alternative, analogy, anthropology, antonym, assistance,
audition, author, ballad, benefit, biography, bondage, business, capacity, capital, capitalism, century,
ceremony, championship, character, characteristic, class, clue, collapse, collateral, collector,
commerce, communism, compensation, competition, consequence, contribution, costume, crash,
critic, currency, customer, debt, decade, demand, depression, dialect, discount, distribution, drama,
dream, earnings, economics, elderly, emotion, enemy, entertainer, entertainment, equality, essay,
exchange, executive, expense, exploration, fable, factory, fairy tale, fantasy, fee, fiction, folktale, force,
genius, genre, goods, greed, guitar, habit, homograph, homophone, hyperbole, idiom, imagery,
incentive, income, individual, industry, inference, inflation, influence, interest, investment, investor,
irony, labor, language, legend, letter, literature, loan, lord, loss, luxury, manor, mayor, melody,
metaphor, mnemonic, monologue, movement, music, musical, musician, myth, mythology, narrative,
narrator, noble, nonfiction, novel, novella, obstacle, orchestra, origin, paragraph, patron, peasant,
personification, phrase, play, playwright, plot, poem, poetry, policy, port, poverty, preacher, prefix,
prejudice, pride, production, profit, property, prose, punctuation, rate, reference, rejection,
Renaissance, research, revenge, revolt, rhyme, right, root, sacrifice, scandal, science fiction,
seamstress, sentence, sentiment, sequence, setting, share, shift, shipwreck, short story, simile, slave,
slavery, socialism, song, spiritual, stage, stanza, status, stock market, stockholder, stroke, style, suffix,
summary, surplus, symbolism, synonym, tall tale, theater, theme, thesaurus, trade, triumph, trophy,
unemployment, uprising, utopia, value, violin, vocabulary, World War II, writer, writing

Verbs: modals (could, should); to accumulate, to advertise, to alleviate, to amaze, to appreciate, to
assimilate, to attract, to audition, to behave, to borrow, to challenge, to chronicle, to commence, to
complain, to confuse, to control, to convince, to create, to criticize, to crush, to dangle, to demand,
to deposit, to determine, to disagree, to double, to dream, to earn, to encourage, to entertain, to
escape, to establish, to evolve, to exaggerate, to fail, to fear, to finance, to hustle, to impact, to
impose, to inspire, to integrate, to invade, to invest, to labor, to loom, to memorize, to mirror, to
moan, to motion, to narrate, to oppose, to organize, to overlap, to overwhelm, to perform, to
persevere, to plan, to practice, to question, to reason, to regulate, to rehearse, to remarry, to repay, to
retire, to revolt, to rhyme, to riot, to rob, to save, to savor, to segregate, to slumber, to spark, to train
Adjectives: accurate, affordable, alike, Anglo-Saxon, anxious, appropriate, ashamed, capitalistic,
chilly, civilized, classic, clever, common, compound, confident, contemporary, corporate, crazy,
curious, determined, difficult, discontented, dramatic, economic, evil, expository, fair, famished,
figurative, financial, fiscal, flexible, focused, former, frustrated, fugitive, gifted, good, heartfelt,
historical, honest, humorous, illegal, imaginative, inappropriate, influential, intelligent, international,
literal, literary, magical, magnificent, main, miniature, multiple, narrative, obvious, overseas,
perplexing, poor, proud, racial, respected, rich, rough, ruined, rural, social, spare, supernatural,
talented, thriving, tragic, truthful, unemployed, unfair, unfamiliar, unknown, unmarked, unpopular,
upper, utopian, violent, volatile, weak, wise
Adverbs: approximately, basically, clearly, completely, continually, cooperatively, directly, fast,
finally, frequently, gradually, highly, lately, monthly, occasionally, privately, really, regularly,
responsibly, secretly, too
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Prepositions: from, into, out of, past, to
Pronouns: hers, his, mine, ours, that, theirs, these, this, those, yours
Conjunction: so
Figurative/Idiomatic Language: her eyes were like shining emeralds, the dog’s fur is as
white as snow, his touch was a warm summer day, at the end of my rope, spread yourself too thin,
driving me up a wall, something up his/her sleeve, a blank slate, a cold fish, break a leg, give it your
best shot, money is tight, plug away, knock ’em dead, give up, at the top of our lungs, money makes
the world go ’round, money doesn’t grow on trees, to feel like a million dollars, a black eye, bottom
line, dangle a carrot, out of business, on hand, best friend/worst nightmare, crazy with fear
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Unit 6
Nouns: account, acne, adaptation, adventure, anatomy, ancestry, antenna, anthropologist,
aqueduct, archaeologist, archaeology, arrowhead, artery, asteroid, astrolabe, astronomer, astronomy,
barrier, battle, bias, Bible, blemish, blood, body, bone, brain, branch, bristle, bruise, bump, calcium,
cancer, cannon, causeway, cell, church, coast, coconut, code, coin, comet, commander, complexion,
component, conclusion, condition, conquistador, contraption, core, coroner, crater, creature, crew,
criteria, data, deathbed, detective, diabetes, digestion, disagreement, discovery, document, element,
embryo, empire, encounter, energy, epidermis, era, esophagus, ethnicity, evidence, expedition,
explorer, explosion, extinction, failure, fame, family tree, fire, fossil, founder, function, fusion, future,
galaxy, gas, gender, genetics, genus, glimpse, gold, gravity, hazard, heart, heretic, hieroglyph,
historian, hoax, hominid, hormone, hostage, human, hunter, identity, imperfection, infection,
information, intelligence, interface, interpretation, interpreter, intestine, investigation, Islam, judge,
junk, king, kingdom, knowledge, land, legacy, malfunction, mass, material, mathematics, matrix,
melanin, melanoma, metropolis, microscope, Milky Way, mistake, monarch, monument, moon,
mosque, motion, Muslim, nebula, neuron, nomad, notion, nourishment, observatory, obsession,
ointment, organism, paleoanthropologist, Parkinson’s disease, past, pattern, phenomenon,
pilgrimage, pimple, placenta, plain, plasma, pneumonia, pod, point, politics, poll, pore, pregnancy,
present, primate, princess, pull, pump, puzzle, queen, radiance, rarity, receptor, record, religion,
remains, restoration, robot, ruins, ruler, sadness, sand, satellite, scholar, science, self-confidence,
session, sheriff, ship, significance, silver, site, skeleton, sketch, skull, sliver, smallpox, society, solar
system, sonar, sorrow, source, space, species, spice, spot, steward, stimuli, stress, study, subspecies,
successor, sultan, sun, sunscreen, surface, sweat, sympathy, technique, technology, telescope, theory,
tide, tissue, tomb, ton, tract, traveler, treasure, turbulence, tutoring, tyranny, umbilical cord,
uncertainty, universe, uterus, variation, variety, vein, vessel, voyage, warning, warrior, wealth, wound,
zone

Verbs: modal (would); to absorb, to ache, to adapt, to age, to appoint, to arrange, to assemble, to
bear, to bribe, to calculate, to cease, to claim, to clarify, to coexist, to coincide, to colonize, to
command, to compute, to confirm, to conquer, to consider, to consume, to contract, to convert, to
crack, to crown, to debate, to defeat, to defend, to detect, to differentiate, to discover, to displace, to
document, to dodge, to draw, to drift, to enforce, to erode, to estimate, to evaluate, to evaporate, to
excrete, to expand, to fuel, to function, to gasp, to glance, to glow, to govern, to hesitate, to inch, to
inhabit, to inherit, to interrupt, to investigate, to kneel, to land, to launch, to leak, to link, to loathe, to
migrate, to mumble, to mutter, to nickname, to nurture, to orbit, to outnumber, to permit, to pound,
to purge, to record, to refuse, to regain, to regenerate, to rush, to sail, to scan, to sense, to sink, to
slough, to split, to spout, to steer, to study, to tan, to transmit, to treat, to trick, to uncover, to wage,
to weep, to wink, to witness, to yearn
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Adjectives: accidental, aerial, afraid, amazing, archaeological, astronomical, bacterial, barbaric,
bare, blotchy, bold, circulatory, colonial, complex, complicated, computerized, concentrated,
conflicting, coordinated, critical, cylindrical, dense, detailed, discolored, disrespectful, distant, distinct,
distinguishing, dominant, eager, elaborate, excess, external, extinct, extraterrestrial, extreme,
fascinating, fatigued, fearless, fierce, firsthand, flimsy, fossilized, fruitless, gigantic, glorious, gracious,
handy, hazy, healing, hidden, holy, immature, immediate, immense, incalculable, incomplete, infrared,
intellectual, internal, invisible, lost, lovely, lucky, massive, maximum, mechanical, microscopic, naked,
native, navigational, nomadic, normal, official, old-fashioned, omnivorous, open-minded, ordinary,
outer, plump, precious, prehistoric, primary, primitive, productive, pronounced, protective,
protruding, rare, recent, remote-controlled, rigid, rocky, royal, scientific, secondary, sensory, shallow,
solar, sophisticated, splendid, striking, successful, superficial, terrestrial, topical, trivial, ultraviolet,
unattractive, unbelievable, uneventful, unified, unsurpassed, upright, valuable, vast, victorious, viral,
virtual, volcanic, vulnerable, warring, wealthy, well-preserved, written
Adverbs: already, anxiously, brightly, currently, especially, exactly, much, particularly, probably,
recently, reliably, specifically, thoroughly, twice, ultimately

Prepositions: by, near, through
Conjunction: yet
Figurative/Idiomatic Language: crack the code, break new ground, finders, keepers, to
date, handle/treat with kid gloves, spread like wildfire, that’s big, out of this world, to give an arm
and a leg, it’s a steal, a know-it-all, to have a crush, with my own eyes
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